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ABSTRACT 
It may seem strange to select restaurants for a technological study. In fact, the 
technological aspects of the restaurant industry in Hong Kong have seldom been 
studied in the past. The reasons are partly its chaotic nature and its category diversity. 
Another reason is that the restaurant industry is people-intensive, and food servicing 
would not seem to have a strong association with technology. Yet, similar to other 
industries, the industry faces a new breed of competition, as a result of modern 
technological impacts. 
We have looked at the impact of technology on the ordering system of certain 
restaurants. These "high-tech" restaurants are similar to their traditional prototypes, 
yet they are more. Reduction in technology costs and the always increasing 
competition have, as it were, spawned these "mutants": these new breeds of 
restaurants. 
The emergence of high-tech restaurants, with fully computerised marketing 
information systems, is producing a new breed of competitors and new directions for 
market changes, and can initiate another new cultural revolution in the food serving 
industry. Information systems nowadays are not only regarded as a technical system 
to reduce operation costs, but they can also be used as strategic weapons to 
differentiate themselves from their competitors. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
BACKGROUND, STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
AND METHODOLOGY 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Much academic research concentrates 011 consumer attitude surveys, owner 
characteristic statistics, etc. These are usually quantitative in nature. This research 
concentrates more on inductive material: qualitative, conceptual, case-oriented. It is 
often seemingly more difficult because seemingly more "disorganized" and "chaotic" 
in nature. Our focus is on an integral overview of restaurant marketing, and the use 
of information processing systems in response to the impact of new competition and 
technological advancements. 
Restaurants are old. 
Technology is new. 
Marketing is timeless. 
Can we blend them all? 
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All the definitions suggest that marketing is a total, all-embracing, attitude to life and 
business. Marketing is continuously watching for changes in existing markets and 
seeking to innovate to compete. It is also critically important for issues like searching 
for new markets and adapting itself—facilities, services, whatever—to those new 
markets, and setting out to attract them. 
In this research, our guidestar is marketing as the business function that identifies 
unfulfilled needs and wants, measures the magnitude, and seeks to meet the demand 
with appropriate capability. 
1-1.1 FIVE VIEWS OF MARKETING 
Five views about marketing are shown below1. 
GERRY DRAPER 
Ascertaining customer needs, tailoring the product as closely as possible to meet those 
needs, persuading the customer to satisfy his needs and, finally, ensuring that the 
product is easily accessible when the customer wishes to purchase it. 
MELVYN GREENE 
Marketing is basically seeking out a demand first and then making the products or 
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supplying the services to satisfy that — Selling is the other way around: 
creating a product or service and then trying to find a market for it. 
MELVYN GREENE 
The ultimate in marketing is to establish brand loyalty so that, eventually, the 
customer does not only purchase the goods/services once, but continuously. This is 
achieved only by the producer following the complete process of marketing. 
ANDERSON AND LEMBKE 
We believe that the real meaning of marketing is listening to the demands of the 
market and satisfying those demands at a profit. From this it follows that superior 
marketing is listening to the market more intently than your competitors and satisfying 
the demands more effectively. 
THOMAS F.POWERS 
Marketing is so basic that it cannot be considered a separate function (i. e., a separate 
skill or work) within the business, on a par with others much as manufacturing or 
personnel Marketing requires separate work and a distinct group of activities. But 
it is first a central dimension of the entire business. It is the whole business seen from 
its final result, that is from the customer's point of view. Concern and responsibility 
for marketing must, therefore, permeate all areas of the enterprise. 
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11.2 WHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE? 
Before starting the analysis, let us consider what really motivates people to buy or 
spend money in restaurants. Basically, all restaurants provide food that fills the 
stomachs of their customers. However, elements like services are intangible, and 
restaurants may find these as major elements in different contexts. Fast food 
restaurants such as "Fairwood" may place an emphasis on quick order processing and 
acceptable food. Restaurants like "JACK IN THE BOX" stress effective and efficient 
order handling in addition. For places like coffee shops in hotels or whatever, the 
service issues are critical. These are their differences in providing food. 
Advertising is another way to make the difference. To get a new customer to try a 
restaurant can often take time and patience, and it requires a well-thought-out 
strategy. There are various methods of reaching the market: paid advertisements; 
unpaid advertisements; sales letters and mailing shots; telephone selling; face-to-face 
selling; etc. There are certainly many other means too. 
For high class restaurants or restaurant businesses that provide special food, the 
satisfaction other than the physical food itself can be very significant. Providing 
Italian or quasi-Italian food, for instance such as in "Pizza Hut", can differentiate a 
place from other food providers. 
Although most restaurants' organizations are similar, the daily operations and how 
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they handle sales can be very different. Data flow diagrams of the restaurants can 
show these differences and they will be offered further on in the paper. The case is 
similar to the animal kingdom, where different animals are made from similar 
substances (e.g., carbon and water), have very different gene structure and ways of 
living, and yet they all live well. Generally, restaurants smaller in size tend to be 
more centralized, the data flow diagram is more vague, and job descriptions are 
broader. 
Restaurants rely too on the positive talk of publicity(including word-of-month) in 
order to compete. One way is to make sure that people know and remember the 
name, address and telephone. Giving name cards can be one simple way of doing 
this. 
Enhancing customer satisfaction is a basic marketing objective. Customer satisfaction 
can arise not only from the quality of the product but also from the customer's 
knowledge that the product is available if he wants it. Therefore, even disclosing 
clearly the business hours can be effective with zero cost. Extending service hours (it 
is very often 24 hours for "7-Eleven") is also an example. 
It is critical how many hours a day a place is closed. Closed hours earn nothing and 
the owner has to pay rent. This is important, but there is no one clear way in which 
a restaurant owner can assess how much business he loses when it is closed. 
The restaurant market can be very time sensitive too. One significant social change 
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is that we are, or we think we are, short of time. This time sensitivity has led to a 
growth in the fast food industry. Restaurants recognizing that business executives are 
short 0f — could greatly increase sales at lunchtime. On the contrary, for 
restaurants that take more than ten minutes to handle the bill, disasters can await. 
Another important issue is to develop identity by "inducing inertia": a sense of 
comfort, of belongingness, of importance. An example is to suggest that "big 
spenders" in the restaurant book a table in advance. These can be done in the form 
of a telephone booking. Then the restaurant can set aside the best table for the 
particular circumstances. The best table may not necessarily be the one with the best 
view, but a quiet table to prevent conversation being overheard by others nearby. 
Providing atmosphere of "a member of the family" is also another possible way. 
In summary, among other things, marketing involves finding a simple edge over the 
competitors. When competitors are aggressive, some solutions that may be considered 
include diversification, differentiating the products (or service), achieving a new 
identity, or even targeting at another customer segment. In some busy areas, for 
instance, the need for good car parking can be a simple but vital edge. Marketing is, 
of course, very diversified and we have only discussed a small part. 
1.2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
j h e restaurant industry is often seen to be chaotic in nature. It is also believed that 
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the restaurant industry is people-intensive and that waiters' service is tied only to their 
behaviour. It often seems that restaurant marketing has to do with food, people, and 
perhaps the owner and the chef, and has only weak associations with technology. 
However, modern technology has an influence as well. 
With advancements in computer technology, the size of computers has been reduced 
from millions of big cathode ray tubes to small integrated circuits. Accompanying this 
change, a new breed of restaurant has emerged in Hong Kong. 
These are computerised restaurants, utilizing information technology. 
They are similar to traditional restaurants in providing food and drink, but in their 
operational and marketing senses they are very different. 
They believe that installing computers in their restaurants can boost their marketing 
efficiency and give them a definite competitive edge over similar competitors. 
This research focuses on these restaurants to investigate the competitive edge behind 
using these computer-based information systems, and to offer observations on the 
positives and negatives involved. 
1.2.1 THE EMERGENCE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN 
SERVICE INDUSTRIES 
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Johnson2 notes the world's first voice-recognition information system at a tourist 
agency in France. The system allows callers speaking English or French to browse 
verbally through a database packed with a range of tourist options from the largest 
cities. 
Increasing pressure through competition and regulatory changes have had a profound 
impact on the ways that financial institutions market products and communicate with 
customers and prospects. Many financial institutions have adopted Marketing 
Customer Information File(MCIF), a move toward bottom line-oriented marketing 
accountability3. 
Lloyds Bank in the UK expects several benefits from technology including: 1: 
Computer programs to inform managers of sales opportunities; 2: Access to a wide 
range of customer and product information; and 3: Systems that will allow 
performance of clerical work by less experienced staff4. 
Many of the major food manufacturers in the USA are developing strategic 
information systems for marketing that can monitor the competition. Jim Onalfo of 
General Foods Corp. (White Plains, New York) has developed a strategic information 
plan tied to objectives, strategies, and critical success factors5. 
Frito-Lay Inc. (Piano, Texas) took the simple path to systems solutions by distributing 
hand-held computers to about 10,000 truck route sales representatives who deliver 
products to 400,000 locations6. The computers are used for inventory controlling and 
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data downloading into an IBM Series 1 minicomputer for information processing. 
The birth of computer-based information systems has changed the marketing 
environment. These information systems have become a necessary tool to monitor 
competition, identify and meet customer needs, free management levels from routine 
paper processing duties, and increase marketing efficiency. These advancements 
naturally affect the course of marketing in all commercial sectors, including the 
restaurant industry. 
1.2.2 MARKETING CHALLENGES IN THE RESTAURANT 
INDUSTRY 
A survey by George and Barksdale7 of 400 service and manufacturing firms 
concluded that in comparison to manufacturing firms, service firms appear to have 
paid less attention in marketing activities and overall sales planning. The study also 
shows they are less likely to use marketing firms and consultants. The reasons why 
service firms have neglected marketing in the past are many. One reason proposed 
is that many service businesses are small and do not use formal management or 
marketing techniques. 
However, restaurant operators everywhere face intensified competition. Markets are 
changing constantly and the survival of an organisation requires innovation, especially 
ki the aspect of technological advancement. The changes in technology through 
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microchips and the miniaturization of computers have had a major impact on the 
technological issues. Meanwhile, the cost reduction trend towards using computers 
(and their popularity) make information processing systems more economical (and 
thus even more popular). This trend of increasing popularity towards information 
processing systems and specialists to work with them probably can be called a 
"megatrend". 
Restaurants are a subset of the service industry. The restaurant industry is a labour-
intensive one, as the nature is service provision by people themselves. As mentioned, 
marketing management in the industry has received less interest in the past. The role 
of information processing systems in the manufacturing industry has been recognised 
only relatively recently:— still more recently in the service industry. Yet these 
systems in the restaurant industry are starting to emerge in recent years in different 
types and sizes of restaurants. Understanding the reasons for their emergence, their 
applications, their relation to the marketing functions and the marketing significance 
of this change, is necessary to understand this megatrend. 
We believe that the computer is beginning to dominate the restaurant industry, similar 
to other industries, as part of this megatrend towards computerisation. For example, 
improvements in guest billing, and substitutions of new computers for the traditional 
cash registers have done an excellent job. People are starting to use computers to do 
everything, including guest billing, reservations, planning staff standards, allocating 
seats, purchasing and sales accounts, forecasting, and other jobs that had been done 
manually in the past. 
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Contemporary information processing systems are both technical and social in nature. 
Information processing systems that are responsive to the management interest and 
to the marketing strategy employed are a vital factor to survival nowadays. 
Information processing systems can be an important part of the continuous circle of 
marketing. Managers in the restaurant industry must understand the information 
processing systems and their relation with structure, functions, and policy to face the 
growing competition. 
Technological changes are always with us. The invention of the electric bulb replaced 
the oil lamp and changed the appearance of the dining area. The use of gas and 
electricity totally eliminated the black smoke released by hot charcoal, thus changing 
the appearance of dining places. Electronic calculators solved the problem of massive 
billing manipulation. The popularity of air-conditioners has driven away customers 
from restaurants without such installations, and from restaurants who don't try to 
modulate the freezing air-conditioning, particularly in Hong Kong where one 
frequently puts on clothes inside and takes them off outside! Some large multi-storey 
Chinese restaurants in Hong Kong even use walkie-talkie handsets for table ordering, 
hoping to use the seating places fully and reducing congestion. 
These aspects mentioned above have nothing to do with waiters' behaviour but 
directly contribute to the success of the restaurant marketing. Competition will drive 
away inferior candidates with no mercy. The emergence of computerised information 
systems is one of these vital environmental megachanges that the restaurant industry 
has to respond to. 
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1.3 METHODOLOGY 
As mentioned, marketing is the business function that identifies unfulfilled needs and 
wants, measures the magnitude, and meet the demand with appropriate capability. 
Traditional marketing surveys often, validly, emphasize the first two parts of 
marketing. The emphasis of this research will be placed more on final part: "meeting 
the demand." 
We will look conceptually and qualitatively at existing restaurants, to see how they 
use technology to satisfy customer demand and face competition. Interviews at the 
management level will be carried out. Associated aspects such as the daily front-line 
operation and a modern information processing system will be our focuses to provide 
hopefully fuller pictures of their present marketing situation. 
After we do all of this, analysis and comparison will be carried out to extract the 
marketing significant of such installations. Besides the analysis, information flow 
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Pizza Hut is developing an extensive direct marketing program. Computer systems 
in 3,500 of the company's 6,000 units in United States track the rate of ordering and 
the menu preferences of local callers and match them up with addresses1. The lists 
that emerge become the blueprints for mailing personalized coupons from the 
consumer's local Pizza Hut. 
Faber2 suggests the opportunity for marketers in the 1990s is to find new revenue 
sources from digitally based media. Travel agencies can now bring together 
information on hotels, restaurants and historical information to cross-reference with 
maps, transportation information and other regional facts. This trend opens up 
possibilities of further integration of the restaurant industry with these agencies. Up-
to-date information such as "dishes of the day," "chefs tips," or other marketing 
promotions may utilize these emerging channels. Upgrading of the internal 
information systems of the restaurants is necessary to keep pace with these 
technological changes. 
Information systems have become indispensable in the food business, where 
consumers are becoming more diverse and harder to please. Food companies must use 
these systems to streamline the supply chain, to add flexibility and efficiency to 
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production systems, and to help their adaptation to consumers' unpredictable desires. 
Most grocery chains have installed computer-driven scanners that identify bar code-
labelled packages to retrieve prices from a central database3. Consumer data, product 
movements, product mixes and inventory status can be monitored by information 
systems. In Direct Store Deliveries (DSD), streamlined by Electronic Data 
Interchange(EDI), stores receive products directly from manufacturers rather than 
from a warehouse. 
"The Customer Connection" (TCC)-a simple but sophisticated database marketing 
system—with its tag line "Customer Relationship Marketing," reflects the concept that 
businesses must take care of their customers4. Any chain of 25 store locations or 
more is a viable prospect for TCC. Restauranteurs can take advantage of this service. 
Diners are asked to complete a simple registration card, which provides information 
for the database of the chain. This data enables the restaurant to mail information to 
its customers about special occasions and promotions. The program can create loyalty 
and goodwill for a restaurant. 
In a pilot study carried out by Sweeney, Johnson and Armstrong5, they studied the 
trade-off nature of the consumers' assessments and product selection in the restaurant 
industry. The results of conjoint analysis indicate that price plays a minor role in 
influencing service expectations and selection of a service. Rather, more personal 
sources of information, specifically, the manner of employees and opinion of friends 
and relatives, have the greatest influence on both expectations and service. A low 
price, while contributing positively to service selection, contributed negatively to 
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service quality expectation. This suggests that successful restaurant marketing 
involves much more than merely price modification. 
Takeout Taxi (Herndon, Virginia), a franchiser of restaurant delivery services, is 
getting direct mail response rates of 30-50%6. The 11 franchisees represent more 
than 200 eateries delivers in eight regions across the US. From Takeout Taxi's 
database, information can be gleaned that will identify which customers like certain 
kinds of food. Hence, the direct mailing campaigns are very targeted to specific 
audiences. Using the database, the profitability of coupon programs are tracked also. 
Hotels have used yield management to boost revenues in the past. Profit Analysis By 
Segment (PABS) is a step beyond, considering profitability of various market 
segments7. PABS uses a combination of marketing information and cost analysis. It 
identifies the average revenues generated by different market segments and thea 
examines the contribution margin for each segment. The case of the Chelten Hotel, 
a 300-room full service property, demonstrated this technique. It demonstrates how 
to calculate the sales mix using a weighted average for business travellers and for the 
association market. 
Electronic marketing programs are an extension to point-of-sales transaction 
processing technology. They can help restaurauteurs to identify and target the 
customers they wish to reach8. In essence, they involve frequency identification, 
incentives, and rewards. The customers' habits can be projected and incentives can 
be custom-tailored. This information can be used to conduct direct-mail campaign. 
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Identification cards are issued to the customers in this system and coupons no longer 
exist. Restaurauteurs can offer promotional campaigns directed at specific market 
segments. On the other hand, customers can receive additional bonuses or discounts 
by frequent chain affiliation. 
To cultivate brand loyalty, hoteliers will need a more detailed, multidimensional 
profile of the complex expectations and attitudes of the customers. The process of 
developing this profile of customers and their buying behaviour is called database 
marketing9. The first step to build the database is to identify the best customers. 
Then the dominant attributes that are common are listed. The listing may include 
demographic, socioeconomic, personal, and financial lifestyle information that can be 
obtained. This information can be analyzed and used for designing promotions and 
advertising campaigns. 
One example similar to database marketing is that of "Allie". Allie's is the name of 
Marriott Corp.'s new entry into the mid-scale restaurant segment. The concept of 
Allie's was developed by a team and based on extensive marketing information 
including a study of 1,500 target customers10. The company planners determined that 
the keys to success in this market were food quality, decoration, and service. The 
first Allie was opened in San Diego, California in 1988. In 1989，there were already 
15 branches in the city. 
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SOME HISTORY AND ASPECTS OF OPERATION 
3.1 THE ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF EATING PLACES 
In H.L.Cracknell and G.Nobis' Mastering Restaurant Services1, it is noted that the 
history of hotels and catering services spans more than 2000 years and embraces a 
wide range of different kinds of places that offer food and lodging to travellers. Even 
before the Christian era we know that in the days of the Druids, similar to today's 
motorway service areas, travellers could obtain refreshment and rest along their ways. 
In ancient Rome there were various drinking-places, eating rooms, lodging-houses 
and inns. 
The name "Restaurant" actually comes from the French word for "restorative" and 
at first these places offered only revitalising and health-giving soups. They then 
extended the menu to include invalid food such as boiled chicken, calf's foot jelly and 
beef tea. However, the invalids had to come to eat on the premises because it was 
only "traiteurs"(caterers) who were allowed to sell take-away food. 
The first restaurant as we know it today was opened in Paris in 1782 by Monsieur 
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Beauvilliers who had been chef to the Comte de Provence. The establishment was a 
high-class place and quickly got a fine reputation. Besides the excellent food, a strong 
reason for the success cames from Beauvilliers' strong but pleasant personality. The 
owner also had a good memory that enabled him to greet his customers by name, and 
to remember their likes and dislikes. That made his customers feel much respected. 
By 1820, restaurants became part of the social pattern of French people's lives 
because they saw the advantages of eating meals prepared by professional chefs and 
served by experienced waiters. Eating out became a normal way of life and the 
French now spend more of their income on meals away from home than any other 
people. 
3.2 THE OPERATIONAL ASPECTS OF RESTAURANTS 
There are many types of eating places, ranging from hawkers on the street to high-
class restaurants in high rise buildings. Provision of food and drink is not the only 
factor that contributes to the enjoyment of a meal in a restaurant. There are other 
factors such as the atmosphere within the room, the colour of the decorations, the lay-
out, the furniture and the services. With the interaction of good food, service 
provided by the waiters, the associated image and the environment in which the food 
is eaten, these contribute to the satisfaction of the physiological and psychological 
requirements, and are reasons to eat in those restaurants. 
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Therefore, each restaurant has a particular image and is designed to satisfy the 
demands of a particular customer segment. Meanwhile, the associated image usually 
reflects the particular kinds of food provided. The following are some factors that 
determine the associated image concerned. 
3.2.1 THE SENSES AND FOOD ACCEPTANCE 
All five senses are exposed to continue stimuli: image, sound, texture, smell, and 
taste. Customers will lose interest in food if confronted with too much of the same 
colour, smell, taste and texture. Thus, to maintain interest it is necessary to offer 
variety and combinations in these aspects. 
The sight of a dish of food is usually the first impact on the senses, besides the dining 
environment and the waiter's physical appearance. The look of a dish can create a 
positive or negative reaction according to how appetizing it looks. The visual sense 
notices the colours, shapes and arrangements of foodstuffs on a dish. 
The sense of hearing can arouse the appetite by detecting sounds of cooking and 
eating. Loud background noise in a restaurant may heighten nervous tension that 
adversely affects the digestion, thus detracting from the enjoyment of the meal 
experience. 
The touch of food is sensed by a mouth and tongue that are extremely susceptible to 
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viscosity, texture, moisture, and temperature of foods. The sense of taste is also in 
the mouth, and the tongue perceives the four basic tastes: sour, bitter, saline, and 
sweet. The temperature of food conveyed to the mouth can limit or intensify the 
sensitivity of taste. That is why the temperature of the food served is important. 
The sense of smell enables us to recognise good or bad odours. When a person is 
hungry the olfactory cells in the nose are very sensitive to food aromas but this 
recedes as hunger is diminished during the eating of a meal. 
3.2,2 THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE SETTING 
Senses are affected by the surroundings of the eating place. For instances, the five 
senses can be desensitized by an excessively noisy or irritating environment. The 
surroundings include the shape of the room and its features, floor levels, ornate 
columns, the reception area, the perception of depth, the ventilation, temperature, etc. 
These environmental settings all contribute to the customer's perception. 
The colours used in decorating the room must harmonise, and the environment and 
the aesthetic colour combinations should be consistent with the atmosphere. Strong 
primary colours in the warm spectrum, such as red, create a sense of excitement and 
exhilaration. On the contrary, diffuse pastel colours in the cold spectrum are more 
conductive to a feeling of relaxation. The restaurant types are usually associated with 
colours. For example, Thai restaurants are often associated with golden decorations 
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with statues of elephants and miniature temples. Traditional Chinese restaurants are 
often associated with bright red and gold colours. 
Good lighting plays an important part in the meal experience as it helps in modifying 
colours and conveying feelings to the guests. Normal lighting that give daylight 
effects will prevent customers from lingering too long over the meal and thus possibly 
increasing turnover. Dim light in a high class restaurant enhances the harmony aura 
and thus harmonizes with the associated image. 
Excessive noise can cause stress, but a completely silent room would be totally 
unacceptable to most customers. Many restaurants will therefore have some 
background sounds or music. Therefore, the sound of chatter by customers, and the 
music of an orchestra or a pianist can be harmonious, but a banging noise may not. 
In extremely noisy environment, the curtains, drapes and thick carpets thus should be 
noise-absorbent as they can diminish general sound levels. 
Air conditioning can be a necessity. Research in human behaviour has come to the 
conclusion that there is an optimum temperature range within which most people like 
to stay. The temperature of a restaurant should be keep at optimum range (say, 
around 18。C). An optimal temperature range will contribute to the feeling of well-
being. 
The style, lay-out and content of the menu needs to be compatible with the entire 
meal experience. Too great a choice often bewilders customers, whereas too limited 
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a list usually causes habituation. Also, the presentation style of the menu is 
significant. The use of French is often seen as appropriate for high class France 
restaurants, and Thai can be used in certain Thai restaurants (but with translation 
from Thai to the local language). However, it is completely wrong for more 
"ordinary" restaurants as it would only create inconvenience. The design of the menu 
should be consistent with the associated expectation. 
Prices are usually associated with customers' expectation of the quality. Similarly, 
customers' choice of restaurants is largely influenced by prices. Some places (surely 
never said openly!) may even use price as a discrimination against certain types of 
customers: perhaps this could be called "keeping out the riffraff". In any cases, 
flexibility on pricing policy can be employed. An example could be a price increment 
on popular dishes according to demand, or a price reduction for slow-moving dishes, 
aiming at boosting sales. 
3.3 THE HUMAN FACTORS IN RESTAURANT 
Satisfactory behaviour and good service from the waiter or waitress do not just 
happen like that. Good manners need teaching with good incentives or motivation to 
the staff concerned. Waiters in different restaurants assume different roles and are 
required to perform different services. Apposite uniforms and deferential behaviour 
of the waiters are required in a high-class restaurant, while neither element may 
-matter as much in a small food stall. 
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Customers also affect the atmosphere of a restaurant. Conventional restaurants usually 
have customers mainly of a certain class or style, and thus present a harmonious 
image. Too great a contrast of age and dress in the same restaurant may cause 
dissonance so that the minority group may leave, although they may be good 
spenders. A very good restaurant will be able to prevent any conflict, enabling all 
groups to enjoy the common surrounding. This is one reason why some restaurants 
require what they consider appropriate attire to enter, such as "smart casual". 
3.4 TAKING THE ORDER 
Taking the order can be the most important part of the waiter's job. The waiter must 
be ready to explain the nature of dishes, advise on suitable meal combinations, use 
his ability to make recommendations, take note on who is ordering what, and pay 
attention to what the customer says. A good waiter will adopt the soft-sell approach, 
acting as informant, advisor, and consultant. The waiter also has to make each 
customer feel he is important as an individual. A waiter's conduct should satisfy all 
classes of customers. 
A customer expects to be served with the exact dish he ordered. The customer should 
have no reasonable cause to complain about being served with a dish not ordered. The 
order taken acts as a form of contract between the client and the restaurant. It is also 
the authorization for obtaining food from the kitchen. 
# 
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There are many different ways of taking down an order. They range from a paper 
note-pad to an electronic portable terminal, or even computer terminals. The cheapest 
and widely used form is paper, with a triplicate checking system. The top copies of 
the systems are sent to the kitchen for ordering and the bottom copy is sent to the 
cashier for billing purposes. The checking system also includes a flimsy copy to the 
waiter's sideboard for directing the delivery of finished dishes. 
3,5 BILLING 
There is nothing new about using machines in billing. A simple machine is like an 
unsophisticated cash register operated by each waiter with his number and key. The 
waiter takes the customer's order on a check pad and rings up the price of each dish 
by pressing his number and turning his key. The machine issues a duplicate receipt 
that is both the waiter's authorization for obtaining meals from the kitchen and the 
bill to present to customer for payment. At the end of service the duty manager rings 
up the total cash value to each waiter, A complete breakdown of the sales is recorded. 
There are many modern developments in checking systems that operate on 
microchips. A billing machine connects the restaurant with the kitchen by pressing 
the appropriate buttons on the keypad and signifies the items required. Consistent 
information is shown in the kitchen and the waiter also will be informed when the 
order is ready for collection. A small printing machine prints out the customer's bill 
in an easy-to-read form. At the end of the day, all details of every transaction are 
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stored electronically. 
3.6 THE ALLOCATION OF SPACE 
The lay-out of a restaurant must be consistent with the furniture and fittings installed. 
Small restaurants cannot afford to install large spacious fittings. High-tier restaurants 
similarly cannot use "plastic tables" to reduce cost. The installation and fittings 
influence the environment, which in turn has an effect upon the type of customer who 
will visit the restaurant. 
The size and shape of a restaurant is often decided by structural limitations. The kind 
of furniture chosen has a bearing on this, as does the style of service. In Cracknell 
and Nobis2, the optimum space allowance per person for different styles of service 
is listed as below. These figures can be good references to the space situation of a 
particular restaurant concerned. The allowance shown does not include facilities such 
as reception area, bar, toilets, etc. The meaning of LEVEL OF SERVICE will be 
discussed in the next section. 
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TABLE 1 - SUGGESTED OPTIMAL SPACH ALLOCATION 
LEVEL OF SERVICE ALLOWANCE PER 
PERSON IN M2 (ft2) 
1. Self-service 0.8 (8.6) 
2. Counter service 1 .4 (!5.1) 
3. Plate 1.2 (12.9) 
4. Buffet style(self-help) 0.5 (5.4) 
5 . Silver 1.5 (16.1) 
6 . Family 1.5 (16.1) 
7. Gueridon(mobile trolley) 1.8 (19.4) 
3.7 METHODS AND LEVELS OF SERVICE 
The environment of food serving varies with the demand of the particular customer 
segments and the purposes of the establishment concerned. There are a variety of 
situations and operations. According to Cracknell & Nobis3, food service can be 
classified into seven separate levels ascending from the utilitarian to the classic. 
1 > The basic method is the self-service style, similar to supermarkets. They emerged 
because of the shortage of labour during Second World War. It is now widely used 
because it suits the requirement of industrial and institutional catering establishments 
where large numbers are served. Usually, the person goes through the food line only 
once. 
2 > The second level is counter service. Customers sit at, order from, and eat on a 
high stool at the counter. The food is handed by food service operatives who may 
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also have cooked it. Cinemas, theatres and supermarkets that serve meals may use 
this form of service. It also meets the requirements of catering in many public houses 
and a buttery in a hotel, club or college. In a city like New York, it is ubiquitous. 
3 > The third level is called plate service and it originated in the home. This form 
of service is widely used in most cafes, snack bars, bistros and cheap restaurants 
where its simplicity avoids any pretensions and keep labour cost down. Plate service 
is widely used in first-class restaurants that offer nouvelle-cuisine recently. Food is 
put onto expensive plates by chefs with decoration and artistic fashion. Plate service 
can be very good choice especially for those restaurants employing a relatively 
unskilled waiting staff, for whom it is difficult to show ability other th^n carrying 
plates. Plate service became popular in many good-class restaurants in the USA more 
than sixty years ago. 
4 > Formal buffet service is sometimes connected with receptions and balls but is also 
applicable to carveries. At parties, all the food may be bite-sized and the serving 
items can be eaten without the need of knives. It is the best form of service to use if 
it is desirable for guests to mingle and the space is small, since if the room is not 
large enough they cannot be seated formally. It also helps to reduce staff level since 
only carvers and clearers are needed. Buffets can also be full-range, general or 
ethnic, with or without carveries or such edifiers such as omelette-makers. People can 
usually return to select food as often as they like. 
5 > The fifth level is silver service, occasionally called English service. Food is 
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placed on serving dishes by the chefs in the kitchen and transferred by the waiter onto 
plates in front of the customers. The waiter, having been given food sufficient for 
several people, makes a decision on the quantity given. The role of the host at the 
head of the table is fulfilled and it is for this reason that it is often called as English 
service. 
6 > Family service is the sixth level and it is sometimes called French service. In it 
a dish of a given quantity is held by the waiter and thus enables the guest to help 
themselves to as much food as he wants. Vegetables may be served in the same way 
but sometimes the dish is placed on the table for the guests to help themselves and 
then the dish is passed to other diners. This form of service still used today in clubs, 
at high table in college, and in royal households. 
7 > The highest level is gueridon service. Gueridon means a mobile table or trolley 
that is brought close to the guests' table, and any carving and finished of food is done 
there. Only skilled and well-trained staff is allowed to do this form of service as there 
is the risk of spoiling food by mishandling, or causing fire by carelessness. 
3.8 MAIN ASPECTS OF SUCCESSFUL RESTAURANT 
MARKETING 
There is concern about the potential for making sufficient profits in the future. There 
are certainly many negative factors that are worrisome. Some of them are economic 
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recession, unpredictable fuel shortages, rising operating costs, labour uncertainties, 
high interest charges, and too many restaurants in many areas that symbolize serious 
competition. 
However, if one believes in opportunities and innovations, he will find ways to face 
the challenge and win the game. The following marketing observations, suggested by 
Greene4, are worthy to be considered in the future. 
3.8.1 PLANNING FURTHER AHEAD THAN ONE YEAR 
Too many people spend insufficient time thinking about the future, except in the 
annual budget. As we know the more one can plan ahead the more one can anticipate 
problems, spot new market trends, and maximize profits. 
Being locked in a strict one year measurement of business success is a common 
phenomenon. Some may argue that using computers and employing information 
processing systems are too expensive and impractical, mainly due to the one-off cost 
that affects the short term profits. 
However, a marketing investment in one year can sometimes pay off in the second 
or third year. The installation of information processing systems is one of these 
investments. The results of case studies show there are already some restaurant 
businesses starting to install information processing systems to anticipate operation 
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improvements and facing future competition, despite the size of the organisations. 
Such upgrading to information processing systems shows their long term planning 
actions and beliefs. 
3.8.2 MARKETING AND REDEFINING MARKETS 
Effective marketing and dynamic selling is especially important to restaurant 
businesses, because for the service industry in general, once you have not sold a seat 
in a restaurant that income is lost forever. In selling consumer products, if you do not 
sell a product today, you might sell it tomorrow. A restaurant seat has no shelf life. 
Also, the food ingredients in the refrigerators are perishable and have limited shelf 
life. 
It is essential to decide what the strengths and weaknesses are of the "product" and 
the competitors (i.e other restaurants), bearing in mind the demands and requirements 
of the different sources of business. The prime requisites are really two things. 
Firstly, as much information as possible should be obtained on the restaurant, its 
facilities, occupancy, etc. Then a series of objectively prepared analysis grading the 
restaurant's advantages and limitations should be prepared. 
It is very difficult to monitor and control the quality of service (such as delivery time, 
food freshness, reliability in orders handling). When using manual paperwork 
systems, losing the paper slip in any part of the system is equivalent to losing an 
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order. The delay in service is also hard to measure as any monitoring in paper 
systems means a hectic browsing exercise. On-line information processing systems 
are one way to monitor these issues. "JACK IN THE BOX" is using computer 
consoles for service monitoring. They monitor the order processes electronically and 
provide instant responses if required. 
3.8.3 PRICING STRATEGIES 
Suppose a restaurant costs a large amount to build, and therefore its interest charges, 
rent, etc., are higher than competitors. Still, the calculation might show that good 
business may be expected and these changes are justified. 
Sometimes it is possible that the market would be prepared to pay this higher rate if 
the restaurant is more luxurious, in a better location, or has superior facilities that 
better satisfy the customers' needs. More luxurious may mean quality service in both 
the service manner and the food provided. 
Concerning the cost control aspect of pricing strategy, a high stock level and wastage 
may increase the operating cost and reduce the profit margin. A knowledge of staff 
standards, food costs, profitability breakdowns, time sensitivity of the customers, and 
sales profile helps in the making of accurate forecasts. Accurate forecasts enable 
optimum stocking levels, energy usage, labour force and wastage level. Furthermore, 
by Ik purchasing is possible by accurate forecasting figures that can induce generous 
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discounts from the suppliers. 
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4.1 DEFINITION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS 
Simply puts an information processing system can be defined as a set of procedures 
that collects(or retrieves), processes, stores, and distributes information to support 
decision making and control. Information processing systems are not necessary 
computer based. Yet, due to the advances in computer technology and its popularity, 
what we are concerned with here are formal, organizational, computer-based 
information processing systems(CBIS)1. 
Formal systems conform to relatively fixed definitions of data and procedures for 
collecting, storing, processing, distributes and using the collected data. Structured 
formal systems operate in conformity with predefined rules that are relatively fixed 
and not easily changed. (Informal information processing systems(such as office 
gossip networks), by contrast, rest on implicit agreements and unstated norms of 
behaviour. These systems have open definitions of goals, opportunistic methods of 
data collection, and almost unlimited channels of distribution and use. They are too 
chaotic in nature and will not be covered.) 
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The organization is a super-set, and various sub-organisations are within the set. 
There are different perspectives, conflicts, compromises, and agreements from 
various functions that are a natural part of all organisations. Therefore, there is no 
magic formula when analyzing the organisation, and building relevant information 
processing systems. However, understanding the structure, function, and policies of 
the organisation, as well as its capability and opportunities provided by information 
technology, are prerequisites. 
A computer and an associated computer program do not imply an information 
processing system. In fact, computers and software programs are just the technical 
foundation and the tools of an information processing system (like the wood and nails 
of a house). Computers merely provide the equipment to store and process 
information, substituting for manual paper work. Computer programs are just sets of 
instructions that direct the computer to process. An information processing system is 
the real solution, the design and the architectural plan that really solves the 
problem(similar to the architectural lay-out of a house). Therefore, information 
processing system implementation is almost the "Civil Engineering" job that translates 
the architectural plan into the building of the real "Building." 
4.2 DIFFERENT KINDS OF SYSTEMS 
Because there are different interests, specialities and levels in an organisation, their 
requirements are expected to be different. Any organisations can be divided into 
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strategic, managerial, knowledge, and operational levels. The operational level can 
further be divided into functional areas such as marketing, manufacturing, finance, 
and personnel. Information processing systems are built on these various levels to 
serve their specific interests2. From Laudon and Laudon3T a simple summary of the 






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.2.1 OPERATIONAL LEVEL SYSTEMS 
Operational-level systems keep track of the elementary activities and transactions of 
the organisation. They may consist of sales, receipts, cash deposits, payroll, credit 
decisions, and the flow of materials in a factory. 
The systems serving at this level are typically called Transaction processing 
systems(TPS). Answering routine questions and tracking transaction flow are the 
primary objective of these systems. Routine questions can be the inventory level, 
payment of salary, sales level and etc. Recording bank transactions from automatic 
teller machines is an example of TPS. 
4.2.2 KNOWLEDGE LEVEL SYSTEMS 
Knowledge level systems support knowledge and data workers in an organisation. 
Typical examples of knowledge workers are engineers, architects, scientists, 
researchers and other professionals. Data workers are secretaries, accountants, file 
clerks, salespersons, and other jobs largely involving information processing. 
There are several kinds of systems that serve these groups. Office automation 
systemsrOAS) of many kinds primarily serve data workers as defined. Knowledge 
work svstemsfKWS). on the contrary, serve the knowledge workers. The main 
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purpose of knowledge work systems are helping business firm to integrate new 
knowledge into the business and to control information. Computer-aided design(CAD) 
programs are typical examples of KWS, while Database programs are another 
example for OAS. 
4,2.3 MANAGEMENT LEVEL SYSTEMS 
Management level systems are designed to serve the monitoring, controlling, 
decision-making, arid administrative activities of an organisation. The principal 
question addressed by such systems is: Are things working well? Historical 
comparisons will usually be used as indications of performance variations. 
4.2.3.1 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Management information systems (MIS) focus primary on daily(say) transactions for 
monitoring and controlling the operational-level activities4. These systems do not 
provide on-line information but generate reports periodically to the management in 
proper format. Accounting control systems that report the monthly incurred costs is 
an example. 
d 7/^.2 DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
Decision support systems(DSS) are customized management systems that support 
nonroutine decision making5. Usually these systems tend to focus on less structured 
decisions for undetermined situations. These systems are more targeted than MIS. The 
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objective is not merely providing data, but extracting information to management 
levels for decision making. 
"What if" is a typical example of questions answered by these systems. As a result, 
DSS frequently involves external data sources(e.g., inflation rate, exchange rate), also 
data from inside that cannot be drawn from existing operational level systems(e.g., 
additional cost for overtime, excess inventory). An example of DSS is the financial 
planning systems. 
4.2.4 STRATEGIC LEVEL SYSTEMS 
Strategic level systems address strategic issues and long-term trends. They involve 
both the firm and the external environment that are the interest of the management. 
Long term industrial cost trends, product positioning, and employment levels are 
typical questions in this level. 
The kinds of information found in most transaction and management systems may not 
be sufficient to answer these questions mentioned. Special senior management systems 
called Executive support system(ESS) has been created to organise and present data 
from the multi-sources. 
Since the data is presented to senior management—where time is of the essence and 
where output rather than input is the key-heavy graphic display is usually used for 
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the ease of understanding. Typical ESS use integrated graphic display systems that 
present the key elements(e.g., Net present value, growth, net profit, margin, cost, 
delay, efficiency, etc.). 
An example on ESS is the system used by Gould, Inc.(a large electronic firm), that 
charts the movement of 40 key corporate indicators. Another example is the ESS 
system used by Xerox since 1988. Reporting systems in the past have often been 
intermittent, idiosyncratic，chaotic and non-standardised. Middle managements used 
their own ways to extract information to shovel upward to top management. 
Contemporary ESS standardises the key reporting elements and efficiency is improved 
as the decision flow is speeded up. Ideally a new routinization, standardization, and 
mechanization is blended with a continuation of productive humanistic input to 
maximize the effectiveness of the system. 
4.3 MANAGEMENT INFORMATION - MARKETING ASPECTS 
4.3.1 NEEDS OF INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS 
Service marketing—as noted already-is a subset of marketing overall, and restaurant 
service is a subset of service marketing. Therefore, restaurant marketing can well 
utilize the approach of the broad marketing discipline. 
Basic marketing theory suggests that unless one is continuously reviewing the whole 
process, there is danger that present guests and customers may drift away to 
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competitors. New customers might not to be attracted in their place without 
responsiveness to external changes. Responsiveness needs information input to make 
logical decisions. With the increase in competition and the introduction of new 
technology, information processing systems using computers have more vital roles. 
Even in a people-oriented restaurant industry, it is retrograde to be insensitive to the 
possibilities of technology. 
Information is important to any decision making process. Information processing 
system theory and statistical tools have emerged recently to provide direction to 
effective marketing decisions. Computer technology has dramatically simplified the 
workload involved in information processing systems implementation. In the case 
studies in Chapter 5, we will see that there are many restaurants already using 
information processing systems with computer consoles in their front-line service 
marketing. Some restaurants like "JACK IN THE BOX", "Mario" and "Maxim" in 
Hong Kong are examples. In Kowloon, even a very small Vietnamese restaurant 
called "Pho Hoa" already employs computerised information technology. These cases 
will be covered in the next Chapter. 
Information processing systems also help to satisfy customer needs and improve the 
quality of service. Customer needs can vary according to given situations or 
occasions, and innovation to cope with given situations is vital. That small 
Vietnamese restaurant in Kowloon, as mentioned, uses computerised information 
processing systems to increase the effective area, by reducing waiters' running around 
to take orders on the tiny floor space. Another large Thai restaurant called "Chiu Pak 
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Yeh" uses computer systems to increase the order taking accuracy by bridging the 
communication gap(due to languages) between Thai waitresses and customers. Fast 
food restaurant like "JACK IN THE BOX" use computer consoles to improve the 
service quality by monitoring the delay of services. These innovative marketing 
moves, in response to the corresponding situation, environment, and competition, are 
our important concerns in the research. 
4.3,2 MARKETING INFORMATION CHECK LIST 
Marketing information that is produced systematically and regularly enables 
management to be more effective in their marketing and sales efforts. Any 
management reporting system, whether it is designed for marketing or control 
purposes, must be designed for the needs and requirements of every individual 
restaurant. The requirements for information in different restaurants will vary 
depending on circumstances(e.g., size, type). Hence, there are different information 
processing systems that can be used for restaurants and they will be defined in the 
next chapter. 
Greene6 offers a check list on Marketing information required for the restaurant 
industry: 
-"Covers"(i.e., customers) per meal period 
-Covers analyzed into "chances" for each meal period 
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-Average spends per cover(food) 
-Average spends per cover(drinks) 
-Total average spends per cover 
-Average spends analyzed into price brackets 
-Customer profiles 
-Seat turnover ratio per meal period 
-Table turnover ratio per meal period 
-Popularity indices per meal period for food, wines and other drinks. 
There are various aims and objectives behind the checklist shown above on marketing 
information. In any event, the statistics are aimed at helping in setting pricing 
policies, helping to define market opportunities, isolating quiet and busy periods, and 
understanding the needs of the customers, thus leading to better and more effective 
decisions. 
For instances, covers per day and cumulatively per week, month and year are useful 
in comparing with data in previous years to monitor progress. In fact they are vital 
for monitoring purposes especially when there are any major alternations, such as in 
menus and prices. The statistics are vital as the management is required to take 
immediate corrective action in response to any significant changes. 
It can often be invaluable to analyze a busy meal period into sub-time-zones. It is thus 
possible to draw a chart of the activity pattern in a meal period. The analysis can be 
done by time-stamping waiters' order dockets and then sorting them into time 
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intervals, perhaps by each five minutes. The activities pattern can help set staff 
standards and rota. The information can also help pricing strategies and selling to suit 
the particular activity profile (meeting the demands better). 
4.4 INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS 
Professional managers in both the private and public sectors cannot afford to ignore 
information processing systems. Management may find it difficult to understand the 
real picture of the organisation as it is growing and make the right decision to face 
the changing competition. The central management challenge of the 1990s may be 
how to use information technology to design and manage business firms that are 
competitive and efficient. Information processing systems have become vital to the 
management, organisation, operation, and products. Nowadays, it is difficult to 
manage modern organization without some fundamentals of information processing 
systems. 
4.4.1 INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS IN MODERN 
COMMERCIAL ORGANISATIONS 
Three trends in information processing systems have become apparent in recent years. 
First, the growing power of knowledge and information work in advanced societies 
ias put a new spot light on enhancing productivity. Secondly, the development of 
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powerful microprocessors and telecommunications networks have brought forth new 
information architectures that make large computer systems practical and economical. 
Finally, the change in demand and technology has brought changes in the role of 
information resources. The work of an organisation depends increasingly on what its 
information processing systems can do. Increased market share, reduced cost, 
innovation, increased productivity and other aspects are dependent increasingly on the 
kinds and quality of information processing systems. 
4.4.2 INFORMATION PROCESSING SYSTEMS IN OTHER 
ORGANISATIONS 
Information processing systems are not only the concern of some specific types of 
organisations that we usually think of’ like "profit-making" or "product-making" 
companies. Even charity(non-profit) organisations (supposedly less relevant in such 
discussions as compared to commercial competitors, are employing information 
processing systems. The Community Chest in Hong Kong, a non-profit-making fund-
raising organisation, was already building up information processing systems more 
than five years ago. An information database has been set up on donors' information, 
fund-raising performance, event logging and other miscellaneous information. With 
the information database, supporting computer facilities are set up to analyze and 
present intellectual information, helping top management on major strategic decisions. 
The information processing system enables top management to understand the current 
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situation of the organisation without becoming directly involved in day-to-day 
operations that will distract its energy from strategic decisions. The light of 
information processing systems thus can penetrate modern organizations. That is why 
we put strong emphasis on information processing systems in this research project on 
service marketing in general, and on restaurants in general. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CASES IN RESTAURANTS: A HONG KONG STORY 
In this section, we have selected three different kinds of restaurants. The first 
selections are three "classical" restaurants. Classical restaurants are defined as having 
a seat allocation scheme and table-service activities. The second selections are two 
fast food restaurants. These restaurants are characterised by having only counter 
service, with a self-seating system. The last selections are the most common type in 
Hong Kong. We can see small food stalls flooding the street in every corner. They 
are usually small family businesses. 
In looking at these three different types of restaurants, we will study something about 
the recent emergence of high-tech in restaurants in Hong Kong: implementation, 
extent of computerisation, and types of information systems used in this traditionally 
technology-insensitive and labour-intensive service industry. Marketing significance, 
strategic advantages and comparative strengths are our focuses. 
5.1 CLASSICAL RESTAURANTS 
The restaurants included in this section are Maxim's Chinese Restaurant, Peking 
Garden, and Mario Italian Restaurant. The first two examples are Chinese restaurants, 
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providing traditional Chinese food. The last example is a western style restaurant, 
aiming at providing fresh Italian food. 
Chinese restaurants are frequently regarded as "slow food restaurants". Customers are 
expected to spend hours for "Yum Cha" (tea-drinking) in a traditional Chinese 
restaurant. For instance, food serving can last half an hour and bill checking can 
sometimes take ten minutes. Time-sensitive customers are usually not interested in 
these restaurants, around which are based much of the family-get-together behaviour 
(often on Sundays, eating Dim Sum) of local Hong Kong Chinese families. 
For classical restaurants, the servicing typically involves the following steps. After 
the customers enter the restaurant, they are allocated a table by the waiter. Food 
orders are then taken by the waiter by paper(typically three copies). One copy is sent 
to the cashier for the billing checking, another copy goes to the kitchen for food 
preparing and for food serving, and the final copy may be kept on the serving table 
for the customer's references. After food serving, the waiter takes the bill from the 
cashier to the customer and asks for payment. 
Maxim's Chinese Restaurant is located in Hong Kong's Kai Tak Airport. The total 
rental space exceeds 10,000 sq. feet with 360 seats. Since the target customer 
segment are air travellers, speed is a critical factor. This restaurant serves only a 
small variety of foods (less than 40) to increase the speed of the kitchen. The 
restaurant is open from 7:30 am to 12:00 midnight. As mentioned already, spending 
a long time to handle the bill can annoy time-sensitive customers. Computer systems 
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are used to speed up bill calculation. A customer usually spends only 30 minutes in 
the restaurant, due to the quick food servicing and bill handling. 
The operation of Maxim's Chinese Restaurant can be illustrated by Fig 5.1. After 
assigning a table(Seating System), orders are taken on a single paper(Order Getting 
system). Afterward, the waiter inputs the order in a nearby terminal(Order 
Processing System) for purchase recording(Ordering Database). No copies are sent 
to the cashier and the customer, contrary to traditional Chinese restaurants. The only 
paper copies are then sent manually to the kitchen(Food Preparation System). The 
waiter in charge of the table will keep track of the service order to ensure quick 
delivery (Food Serving System). The billing checking(Billing Checking System), 
takes only an instant as the printer beside the computer console can print the bill in 
seconds. 
The Peking Garden in the Star House has implemented similar systems as Maxim's 
Chinese Restaurant, since they are under the same management team. The total rental 
space exceeds 15,000 sq. feet with 500 seats. Customers usually spend 1 to \xh hours 
in the restaurant. The restaurant targets high-spending groups in the Tsim Sha Tsui 
district. Since these high-spending groups demand better service and are impatient 
with mistakes, the restaurant uses information systems. The information systems 
shorten the delay in billing and reduce unnecessary mistakes in bill calculation. 
The next example is the Mario Italian Restaurant. This restaurant employs the most 
sophisticated information system in similar restaurants(Fig 5.2). They provide fresh 
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Italian food and have a total of 23 outlets (as of March 1994). The shop under study 
is situated in Queen's Road. It targets higher-spending office workers in the Central 
district. The dining area is around 3,500 sq. feet with 120 seats. 
This restaurant claims to be the only example in Hong Kong using portable terminals 
for food servicing. Installing this system cost around HK$ 100,000-200,000 (usually 
systems of this sort are used by field sales representatives in fast-moving consumer 
product companies). The portable terminal(Order Getting System) transfers the order 
directly to the Order Processing System. The Order Processing System then 
transfers the order directly to the kitchen (Food Preparation System) and the sales 
department via an Ordering Database. The Billing Checking System, as a result of 
the full integration, is done automatically with a few buttons. 
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5.2 FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS 
The fast food restaurants selected in this section are McDonald's and JACK IN THE 
BOX. McDonald's is the biggest franchise chain in its category. JACK IN THE 
BOX, is a new entrant; it started its operation in Hong Kong in June 1991. 
The McDonald's under study is inside Star House. Business hours are from 7:00 am 
to 11:00 pm. With 12,025 sq. feet, there are totally 580 seats. This restaurant 
provides mass produced fast food with quick speed. The menu has around 30 
selections with a few promotional packages(there were four of these in March 1994). 
Typically, the price of the food is cheap, less than HK$10 per item. The typical 
spending level is around HK$20 per customer. Target customers are the middle-
spending-level general public. 
The ordering system at McDonald's is very simple when compared with other 
restaurants(Fig 5.3). The cashier is a sort-of "one-man band", acting simultaneously 
at order taking, food serving and bill checking(Order Getting/Food Serving/Bill 
Checking System). Orders are entered to the Order Processing System via the 
electronic cashier. Most of the food is prepared by the kitchen regardless of the sales 
order(Food Preparation System). An exception is the beverages, which are made to 
order. The reason for using an information system is to increase the speed of the 
cashier to increase customer turnover. Another reason is the electronic purchase 
recording(Ordering Database), for the management and accounting purposes. 
JACK IN THE BOX currently has only four outlets in Hong Kong. The shop in 
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Mody Road is a 2-storey store, with around 6,000 sq. feet rental space and 225 seats. 
Typical spending per customer is around HK$30-40. This restaurant sells American-
style food, with ingredients imported from United States, except for the fresh 
vegetables, which are sourced locally. The price of the food is two-tiered. The price 
of standard food like simple hamburgers and beverages, is similar to its 
competition(e.g., McDonald's). However, since they also provide featured food with 
a higher premium(e.g. Pita, Cheesecake, Chimichangas), the price per item can 
exceed HK$20. while the food in McDonald's is typically less than HK$10. Typical 
spending per customer in this restaurant tends to be higher, as a result. 
The information system at JACK IN THE BOX is very sophisticated (Fig 5.4). They 
claim they are the only restaurant using similar "Quality Ensurance" information 
systems in the fast food industry. Order getting(Order Getting/Bill Checking 
System) and food serving are separated and served by two different people. 
Furthermore, the Food Preparation System is "made to order". Orders are inputted 
into the Order Processing System via the electronic cash register. A computer 
console is connected to the kitchen(Food Preparation System) to display the orders 
waiting to be served. Another console is connected to the food serving staff to 
monitor the status of the orders. Servicing status such as the customer waiting time 
and orders pending are displayed and monitored (Food Serving System). This 
"Quality Ensurance" system personalizes the food handling and formalizes time as a 
critical factor in service quality. For management purposes, sales data(Ordering 
Database) such as the delay in service assists human resources planning and labour 
management. 
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5.3 SMALL FOOD STALLS 
Tiny restaurants are expected to be less technology sensitive. However, Ph6 Hod 
gives us a surprise. Pho Hoa is a very small restaurant of around 300 square feet and 
26 seats. They mainly provide Vietnam food with around 85 different sort of 
selections, despite its small size. Pho Hoa started up its first operation on 1992, and 
the second shop is opened in the next year. Similar to other small restaurants, 
business hours are from 11 AM to 2 PM. Typical spending per customer in this 
restaurant is around HK$50. 
(In other food stalls, the ordering systems are done by manual means(Fig 5.5). For 
instance, the orders are transferred manually from the table to the kitchen. The orders 
are either transferred by paper (or by "yelling"!). The order processing system, food 
preparation system and the bill checking system are all done either by paper or by 
memory. Typical spending in these small food stalls is around HK$20.) 
The main reason for the installation of computerisation in Ph6 Hoa is because of 
space limitation and accounting reasons. As noted, the restaurant has only 300 sq.ft. 
in the dining area with 26 seats, including the cashier and entrance. In order to attract 
new customers to this place, where customers are "packed in like sardines in a can"， 
the information systems are their strategic weapons. The high-tech information system 
projects an image of fresh, up-beat and innovation. This revolutionary image is 
particular appealing to youngsters. Furthermore, the movement of order taking/food 
.serving staffs within the shop floor is reduced and the effective area of the restaurant 
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is increased to reduce congestion. 
The information system used in this restaurant is illustrated by Fig 5.6. After being 
assigned a seat(Seating System), orders are then taken by a single paper(Order 
Getting System). The orders are taken in computer codes(2 digits, 100 
combinations), instead of using names in traditional restaurants. The waiter then takes 
the coded order to the cashier for order input(Order Processing System). The system 
is a Chinese system, and the owner said it is operated under the under "Eten" Chinese 
(computer operation) system environment. The order will be electronically transferred 
to the kitchen. From the printer output, the kitchen makes the food order(Food 
Preparation System). The food servicing staff then transfers the food as indicated 
by the printed order in kitchen (Food Serving System). The original written (encoded) 
order is then transferred back to the customer for order checking in case of any 
dispute. The billing/payment is done automatically in the cashier, where the main 
console is located, by computer ineans(BiIling Checking System). 
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CHAPTER SIX 
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
As marketing is a total, all-embracing attitude to life and business, marketers should 
be continuously watching for changes in existing markets and seeking to innovate and 
compete. Although George and Barksdale suggest that servicing firms appear to be 
less marketing sensitive, and the common belief is that the labour-intensive service 
industry is less technology sensitive, the recent emergence of high-tech restaurants is 
bringing a sort-of cultural revolution to restaurant marketing. 
We have looked at the impact of technology on the ordering system of certain 
restaurants. These "high-tech" restaurants are similar to their traditional prototypes, 
yet they are more. Reduction in technology costs and the always increasing 
competition have, as it were, spawned these "mutants": these new breeds of 
restaurants. 
All are employing "Transactional Processing Systems". Although the systems are 
implemented to different extents, they are used as strategic weapons to capitalize on 
marketing strengths in facing competition. 
We observed Maxim's Chinese restaurant using information systems to break the 
."slow and time consuming" image of Chinese restaurants, and breaking into market 
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segments that are extremely time-sensitive. Peking Garden is using information 
systems to improve service by reducing error and service delays. Mario, using fully 
integrated information systems, has built up its upmarket image, providing quicker 
service with increased accuracy. JACK IN THE BOX has observed the strength of 
existing competitors^.g. McDonald's), and has used information systems to 
personalize the food service. Ph6 Hod, although it is a tiny restaurant, uses 
information systems to cure its inherent disability of space limitation and increase the 
turnover rate of its customers. 
Maxim's Chinese restaurant, Peking Garden, JACK IN THE BOX and Ph6 Hod 
seldom use advertising for promotion. "Unpaid" advertising, such as the publicity of 
the advanced fully computerized information systems and word-of-mouth, substitutes 
in large part for, and perhaps saves on, other marketing costs. In the case of Ph<3 
Hoa, there is an interesting statement written under the menu (translated from 
Chinese): "If you feel satisfied, no need to give tips, just tell your friends about us!". 
As seen from the Data flow diagrams in Section 5，we can see the three different 
types of restaurants have different "genes" in operation. Genetically, classical 
restaurants aim at better service, while fast-food restaurants put more emphasis on the 
food-order handling speed. The use of information systems in small food stalls is 
unusual. Perhaps, the case of Pho Hoa is especially interesting. 
Besides the marketing aspects, the information systems reduce management overhead 
on accounting purposes, inventory management, and human resources planning. With 
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the Operation Database, accounting and inventory control can be done electronically 
in minutes. Traditional restaurants spend hours in calculating sales volume manually 
using a calculator, while high-tech restaurants only spend minutes in pushing some 
simple buttons. The reduction of management salary cost is enormous. Furthermore, 
human resources planning can be based on objective sales figures too, rather than 
only subjective judgements of the owners. In any cases, the relief of top management 
from "donkey work" frees them to more strategic and marketing issues, to respond 
to the marketing changes. 
As a conclusion, restaurants have always relied on, will probably go on relying on, 
service/product oriented craftsmen, depending on the nature of business. Perhaps 
most of them did not (and do not) really understand marketing in its fullest sense, and 
internalize the fact that markets have to be redefined continuously. Anyhow, the 
demands and requirements of different sources of business, as well as of competitors 
are critical. To stand out and have a distinct product differentiation, innovations to 
face competition are an ongoing process with adaptation to trends: minitrends, 
megatrends, and just plain trends. The emergence of high-tech restaurants, with fully 
computerised marketing information systems, is producing a new breed of competitors 
and new directions for market changes, and can initiate another new cultural 
revolution in the food serving industry. Information systems nowadays are not only 
regarded as a technical system to reduce operation costs, but they can also be used 
as strategic weapons to differentiate themselves from their competitors. Examples of 
using information systems as strategic weapons are quick servicing, high accuracy, 
p e r s o n a l i z a t i o n of order handling, and image building. 
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